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afrUZ
amigHi

Far From God,  2014, steel,  epoxy, and spray paint,  dimensions variable 
Far From God  appears courtesy of nicelle Beauchene gallery.

This piece by iranian-american artist afruz amighi references early  
Christian architecture and spirtuality.

afruz amighi received her mfa from new York University in 2007. Her work 
has been presented internationally at the V&a museum, London; the 55th 
international Venice Bienniale; the museum of arts and Design, new York; The 
national museum, riyadh, saudi arabia; The norton museum of art,  West Palm 
Beach; The nasher museum of art at Duke University,  Durham; The national 
museum, Damascus; Beiteddine Palace, Lebanon; sharjah museum of islamic 
Civil ization, Uae; sakip sabanci museum, istanbul;  La Villa des arts,  
Casablanca, morocco; and museum of fine art,  Houston. Her work is included 
in the permanent collections of The metropolitan museum of art,  new York; 
the V&a London; mfa Houston; Bristol museum, Uk; and the Devi art  
foundation, new Delhi .  The artist was born in Tehran and l ives and works in 
Brooklyn.



kim
BeCk

NOTICE: A Flock of Signs (at Omi) ,  2014, site-specif ic installation
originally commissioned by the indianapolis museum of art  
© kim Beck image courtesy of the indianapolis museum of art;  The Virginia B. 
fairbanks art & nature Park: 100 acres 

With kim Beck’s NOTICE: A Flock of Signs ,  visitors will  discover clusters of 
signs crowded along landscape pathways. sited in several areas throughout 
The fields, the overabundant, densely packed signs create surprising,  
nonsensical landscapes in an otherwise serene nature preserve. Beck, who 
was an art omi resident in summer of 2013, has intended that the signs  
deliberately perplex, misdirect,  and even contradict one another.  a look-at-
me garden folly,  NOTICE: A Flock of Signs  elevates the everyday—the paths, 
trees, flora, and traces of fauna—to something worthy of notice.  
 
kim Beck’s work has been exhibited at the High Line, the Walker art  
Center,  Carnegie museum of art,  smack mellon, socrates sculpture Park and 
the Warhol museum. she has been a fellow at the macDowell Colony and 
Yaddo, among others, and has received numerous awards. she is an associate  
Professor of art at Carnegie mellon and was a resident at art omi in 2013. 
 
www.idealcit ies.com



Hoffman 
BranDT

Red Carpet Encypted ,  2014, site-specif ic installation, by Denise Hoffman 
Brandt, Hoffman Brandt Projects LLC & Director of Landscape architecture 
at the City College of new York in collaboration with the graduate Landscape 
architecture Program 

Red Carpet Encypted  explores themes of surveillance and power, and  
consists of a series of inactive and “l ive” stakes (plantings of red dogwood) 
carpeting a hill  in the architecture omi grounds. striking and fully embedded 
within the landscape, the piece is at once natural and industrial .  Throughout 
the seasons, the l ive stakes will  erupt with foliage and then revert to bright 
red stakes against the winter snow. Banding on the stakes spells out an  
encrypted message formatted into morse Code directing visitors on a path to a 
second, hidden carpet.  regularly scheduled drone aerial photography  
documents the carpet’s transformation with the seasonally changing f ield.

Denise Hoffman Brandt, rLa is Director of Landscape architecture and  
associate Professor in the Bernard and anne spitzer school of architecture 
at the City College of new York and principal of Hoffman Brandt Projects, 
LLC. Hoffman Brandt’s research and practice have received numerous awards, 
such as a 2009 new York Prize fellowship from the Van alen institute, a 2010 
eDra/metropolis great Places research award, and a 2013 new York state 
Council  on the arts grant.

REPLACE



roB 
fisCHer

Spiral Side, 2010
Spiral Side  appears courtesy of Derek eller gallery. 

Brooklyn-based artist rob fischer salvages material from abandoned  
buildings and junkyards, reconfiguring them into large-scale sculptural  
environments that weave past histories into the present.  from a body of work 
revolving around playground spiral sl ides, this piece is cast from a plastic 
sl ide which the artist bought on Craigslist.

rob fischer was born in minneapolis in 1968 and now lives and works in 
Brooklyn. He received his Bfa from the minneapolis College of art and Design 
in 1993. He has had solo exhibit ions at the Whitney museum of american art, 
mary goldman gallery, franklin art Works, and art in general,  among many 
others.  His work has also been featured in numerous group exhibit ions,  
including the 2004 Whitney Biennial,  P.s.1 Contemporary art Center,  Brooklyn 
museum of art,  Corcoran gallery of art,  sculpture Center,  and the Walker art 
Center.  He has received, among other honors, the Bush foundation Visual arts 
fellowship, minneapolis;  a residency from art in general,  new York, and the 
minnesota state arts Board Visual arts fellowship.

www.rob-fischer.com



HaresH 
LaLVani

X-TOWER 88.2,  2014, stainless steel (pictured above, at architecture omi) 
Trees stretch upwards against the ubiquitous force of gravity to shape  
themselves. self-shaping is nature’s way to achieve its incredible forms. The 
X-TOWER  series is born from this inspiration, an idea that the objects and 
structures we build can shape themselves as they “grow” under force. These 
experimental structures, shaped as towers, r ise from single flat metal sheets 
to attain their emergent forms.  

X-POD 138,  2014, stainless steel ( in The fields) 
architecture requires a minimum of 3 genes, one for space, one for sur face or 
mass),  and one for an opening. X-POD 138 ,  exemplifying minimum architecture, 
has one of each. it  is the f irst architectural experiment using milgo-Lalvani’s 
method for making rapid-forming 3D structures by expanding a single sheet of 
material .  The theoretical goal is an “instant shelter”,  the ideal design impera-
tive for emergencies and natural disasters which must be deployed quickly. 
The X-POD  concept shown here is easily applicable to other materials.

Dr.  Haresh Lalvani is Professor of architecture and co-director of Center for 
experimental structures at Pratt institute. His work has been supported by 
nasa and is in moma’s permanent collection. a TeD Conference speaker and 
solo exhibitor at Design miami 2011, he is currently commissioned by mTa arts 
for Transit and Pratt institute’s sculpture Park.

www.lalvanistudio.com



Harrison  
aTeLier

Species Niches ,  site-specif ic installation

Brooklyn-based design collective Harrison atelier is creating an innovative 
pavil ion network—a canopy and dome made of 1,000 cedar members and 200 
colored banners inscribed with crowd-sourced text—sited at the edge of the 
forest bounding architecture omi’s roll ing landscape. Underlying all  of  
Harrison atelier’s work to date is the belief that identity and environment are 
intertwined with technology, a networked idea that leads to the f irm’s  
interest in tangling audiences, per formers, and things. in addition to the dome 
theater and canopy, interior sur faces designed and built from data harvested 
during the performance will  create spaces not only for other participants in 
omi’s residency program but also for Hudson Valley songbirds.

Harrison atelier was founded in 2009 by seth Harrison, a writer,  designer and 
biotechnologist,  and ariane Lourie Harrison, an architect and educator at the 
Yale school of architecture. Species Niches  represents two “firsts” for Harri-
son atelier:  the f irm’s f irst outdoor design-and-performance work and its f irst 
commissioned pavil ion. Past Harrison atelier per formance-installations have 
taken place at Pavil ion Dance in Bournemouth, Uk, arnolf ini  Theater in Bristol, 
Uk, abrons arts Center in nYC, the storefront for art and architecture in nYC 
in 2011; and The invisible Dog in Brooklyn in 2013.

www.harrisonatelier.com



CeLesTe  
roBerge

Chaise Gabion, 2009, water jet cut,  t ig welded stainless steel f i l led with r iver 
stones, 24x72x27”

Celeste roberge is fascinated with creating art wherein geological t ime and  
human time intersect.  she identif ies the layers of history and memory that 
exist within everything, from people, to furniture, to natural materials found in 
the world around us. she creates sculptures where “the presence of  
matter and material ity is dominant,” and where fleeting human existence 
stand in direct harmony with the steady and enduring powers of nature. 
in reference to the inspiration for her work which can be applied to her piece 
Chaise Gabion ,  she writes “i  was inspired by the absurd desire to embed  
antique sofas in thousands of pounds of dry-stacked stone in such a way that 
the furniture would seem like a fossil  within a stone road-cut or l ike an  
archaic funerary monument extruded from the earth. although we l ike to  
imagine that cultural artifacts, such as furniture and art,  exist free of t ime 
and decay, the material conditions of the world inevitably recoup them.”

Celeste roberge was born in maine and received her art education at the 
maine College of art,  the nova scotia College of art and Design, and the 
skowhegan school of Painting and sculpture. she l ives in gainesville,  florida 
where she is a Professor of sculpture at the school of art and art History, 
University of florida. she maintains a summer studio in south Portland, maine. 

www.celesteroberge.com



aLison
saar

Winter,  2011, cast bronze, approx. 8 ft .  tall ,  (pictured above)
Summer, 2011, cast bronze, approx. 8 ft .  tall  (pictured on cover)
Winter and  Summer appear courtesy of La Louver gallery.

The work of alison saar addresses humanity in the broadest sense. Through 
the use of archetypal images, saar reaches out to audiences from backgrounds 
as culturally and ethnically diverse as her own. fragments of lore, myth and 
legend as well as the practices of the everyday, rooted in these cultural  
backgrounds, are woven into saar’s powerful images, where contemporary 
expression enshrines centuries of man’s spir itual evolution. The two pieces on 
view in The fields,  Winter and Summer  are two out of a larger series of four 
that saar conceived around each season. in her own words, the work is “about, 
of course, the cycles of nature, but they’re also about the cycles of women—
our bodies and their maturations. additionally,  the whole project also came to 
embody, to me, the cycle of creativity.”

alison saar is the daughter of Betye saar,  a well-known african american  
artist,  and richard saar,  an art conservationist.  saar received her mfa from 
otis art institute in Los angeles in 1981. she also studied african, Latin 
american, and Caribbean art and religion, which gave her art a multicultural 
approach focusing on cultures of the african diaspora. Her work has been 
exhibited internationally with key exhibit ions at the UCLa fowler museum of 
Cultural History, La Louver gallery, Phyll is kind gallery in new York City,  
studio museum in Harlem and the Pasadena museum of California art.



aLeX
sCHWeDer

the hotel rehearsal,  2013
Photo credit The Glass House  © amanda kirkpatrick

alex schweder describes the hotel rehearsal  as “the only hotel that travels 
vertically and horizontally at the same time. much of his work centers on the 
performance of architecture and “complicating the distinction between  
occupying subjects and occupied objects”.This project was originally  
developed for the 2013 Biennial of the americas in Denver where schweder 
was tasked with reinventing downtown surface parking. after learning that 
several Denver parking lots would be developed into hotels, he created this 
piece as a foreshadowing of how the space could change. The hotel has since 
been driven across the country and has arrived at omi, where guests can  
explore this eclectic expression of subversive space. nightly stays may be 
made possible - email us at info@artomi.org to learn more. 

schweder’s work is exhibited internationally including at the 2014 Venice 
Biennale, the Tel aviv museum of art,  the 2013 Lisbon architecture Triennial, 
the 2013 moscow Biennial,  Tate Britain, new York’s sculpture Center,  and 
sf moma, among others.  The Pollack krasner and graham foundations have 
funded his projects and he is a recipient of numerous residencies. schweder 
has been a guest professor at the southern California institute of  
architecture, Pratt institute and the architectural association in London.

www.alexschweder.com |  www.storedbutstillper formed.com



sTePHen
WesTfaLL

Canterbury, 2014, latex on wall 
stephen Westfall’s work appears courtesy of Lennon Weinberg gallery.

new York painter stephen Westfall  is widely known for color ful abstractions 
that add a new twist to the classic grid format. New York Times art crit ic ro-
berta smith called them “delicately calibrated destabil izations” in a review in 
2001 and Art in America  has described him as a “veteran abstractionist,  a kind 
of practicing mondrianist and one of the few artists still  able to get fresh juice 
from a formalist approach to painting”.
 
emerging from a post-pop, post-minimalist environment, and extending a  
history of hard-edge painting that springs from the roots of modernism,  
Westfall  gained recognition as a skilled practit ioner of grid-based geometric  
abstraction. in his work, color and patterns tend to project forward into space 
as much as they open up to i l lusionist pictorial depths. Westfall’s aff inity for 
geometry and dynamic optics are at play in the work, executed with a joyful 
and sensible hand.

stephen Westfall  is the recipient of the 2009 rome Prize fellowship and was 
a guggenheim fellow in 2007, as well as the award in Painting from the  
national academy of arts and Letters.  His work is found in the collections of 
The albertina museum in Vienna, the museum of fine arts Boston, the Whitney 
museum of american art,  the Bon marche, and the Library of Congress. He has 
exhibited internationally since the mid-1980s.



SITE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCES 
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omi



roBBins 
CHiLDs

Four Score ,  site-specif ic durational performance 
saturday, June 14th, 2014, 1-4:30 Pm 

Created for The fields at omi, robbinschilds presents a series of site-respon-
sive interactions. Performed by rebecca Brooks, Layla Childs, sonya robbins 
and sarah White-ayon, the cast will  enact movement scores which have been 
designed in reaction to the built and naturally occurring architecture of the 
grounds. The following times represent a guide of where the performance will 
be taking place throughout the day.

1:00 Pm, Wheat field
1:40 Pm, Little field 
2:30 Pm, Poplar grove
3:10 Pm, Clover meadow 

robbinschilds was formed by choreographers, sonya robbins and Layla Childs 
in 2003. Though trained in and rooted by a background in dance, robbin-
schilds often works outside of that discipline, engaging in site-specif ic and 
installation-based performances which contain elements of video, sound and 
sculpture. The duo creates performance and video works for the stage, gallery, 
museum or site which explores the juncture between architecture or place, 
and human interaction. Their work has been exhibited widely.

www.robbinschilds.org

|  Ring Braid (a matter of mass) + Back Woods Processional 
|  Reliquary Four Score 
|  Slide Rule, Slip Stick 
|  Honeycomb + Satell ite + Shade Shelter + Zebra Jacks



Harrison  
aTeLier

Species Niches ,  site-specif ic installation and performance
saturday, June 14th, 2014, 3-5 Pm 
rendering courtesy of Harrison atelier,  photo credit Darial sneed
 
Created by Harrison atelier to launch the summer season at the omi ,  Species 
Niches  is a pavil ion - a “theater that disperses into the woods” - to be inau-
gurated by a music and dance performance by Harrison atelier’s past collabo-
rators: the choreographer silas riener,  with fellow merce Cunningham Dance 
Company alumni rashaun mitchell and Cori  kresge, and original score by the 
composer, musician and instrument creator Loren Dempster.

By design, the event will  incorporate motion capture technology, provided by 
Proxy Design, to harvest data from performers’ actions, visitors’ movements 
and environmental stimuli .  Harrison atelier will  use this data to create Phase 
i i  of the project,  in which a chamber theater space and playscape will  be  
inserted underneath the articulated wooden canopy. 

www.harrisonatelier.com



FAMILY FUN 
 

HaYriDes + kiTe making + more 
Pavil ions at education omi

omi



famiLY
fUn

Events at Education Omi: Hayrides + Kite Making + More! 
saturday, June 14th, 2014, 1-5 Pm 
 
Kite-Making
You won’t see ordinary plastic kites purchased from a store. These are “art 
kites” made from recycled bamboo and Japanese paper,  or ordinary paper or 
plastic bags, and decorated by kids. The omi staff will  help kids and their  
parents assemble the kite of their choice and fly them over the sculptures.

Student Exhibition: You Can Do A Graphic Novel! 
everybody can draw, even if  it  is stick f igures! Barbara slate is one of the 
most well-known and prolif ic comic book artists and graphic novelists of the 
past 40 years.  Throughout the past few weeks, she has guided budding  
cartoonists to create characters, plot storylines and layout images,  
culminating in a f inal showing at the edcuation Pavil ions. 

Summer Arts Camp and Teen Arts Lab Info + Registration
Learn more about education omi’s offerings for young creative minds.  Summer 
Art Camp  is a unique way to combine art and education with summer time fun 
for kids ages 4 1/2 - 12! or,  encounter art through advanced one and two-week 
camps designed for thoughtful,  curious teens this summer! explore ideas and 
techniques in writ ing, art-making, and crit ical thinking led by teaching artists. 

Watermelon + Summertime Refreshments wil l  be served.


